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One of the most important tools that scientists use is not something you can see or touch. Instead, science gets much of its power from the way it organizes questions and investigations. By using a structured approach that all scientists share in common, it is possible to test out ideas in a way that is logical, repeatable, and based on evidence. You will often see this referred to as the scientific method, the basic structure of which you can see here: Scientific Method 
For this week's discussion, you will engage in a little scientific inquiry of your own, using the following scenario: 
What’s in the can?
One afternoon, while finishing up your shift as the stock manager at Circus Supermarket, the manager tells you that he desperately needs some help with an inventory problem. In the back of the store, he shows you an unmarked, unopened tin can and explains that the store's owners are threatening to fire him and all his staff if they cannot keep track of the items that they sell. He asks you to help him figure out what is inside. There is one catch: He does not want to open the can, just in case there is something expensive inside. During this week's discussion, your instructor will play the role of the Circus Supermarket store manager. Your instructor will answer any questions you have about the can, and you should keep all the answers to all the questions asked in mind as you work on a theory about what is in the can. 
After you have asked at least two questions of your own and have read the answers to all the other questions your classmates have asked up until that point, you should come up with and post a specific, testable hypothesis about what is in the can. 
You should also request that the store manager do things to the can and then report back the results to you. For example, if you would like to ask, "What sounds do you hear when you shake the can?", that will count as one of your questions. Use all the evidence that your classmates have acquired as you write your hypothesis. During the week, you should also respond to your classmates' questions and revise your hypothesis if a new piece of evidence emerges that proves your hypothesis incorrect. 
Note: You will be evaluated this week on your investigation of the mysterious can and your use of scientific inquiry, not on the accuracy of your guesses. 
As always, be sure to provide appropriate citations, references, and links to any information you use in this discussion. Be sure also to avoid copying and pasting anything longer than a line or two from any given source; posts must always be made up of your own words. For help with citations, refer to the APA Quick Reference. 
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As from our book page 20, "There are many ways to obtain knowledge of our world: experience, received wisdom, scientific observations and experiments..." (James & Hazen)

Using wisdom, I would ask around to find out, "If anyone else may already know what is in the can."
(perhaps someone knows exactly what's inside the can)

Using observation, I would ask, "Does the can have the same dimensions and weight as another can with a label?"
(I would use simple comparison with the unlabeled can to a labeled can)

Using observation, I would ask, "Where was this can found?  In what part of the store?"
(this could help me determine possibly what type of product the can contained)

Using observation, I would ask, "Does there seem to be a food substance inside?"
(meaning does the can appear to have been vacuumed sealed in the same fashion that food is sealed)

Using observation, I would ask, "Does there seem to be a product other than food inside?"
(meaning does the can appear to be sealed loosely - not in the way food would be sealed)


References
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How much does the can weigh is a good question.  This could at least rule out many lightweight objects if the can were heavy, heavy like a can of corn or beans.  Or, perhaps the can is as light as a feather, this would rule out most foods that come in cans.  Also shaking the can will tell us whether it's a liquid or not.  My idea was to just to compare it to another can of equal size, shape and weight; stores seldom only have just one of any given product.
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You made me think, it wouldn't necessarily be the easiest way, but you could gather up all the labeled cans that look similar to the unlabeled can, and use an inventory program to figure out exactly what was in the unlabeled can.  I think if someone's job basically depended on finding out what was in that can, it could be done.  What do you think?
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Hypothesis

There is food in the can and it is mushrooms.

There is food in the can:
I have based this upon the facts given below that the can sinks, weighs about 8oz, and has grooves around the circumference.  Very much like any typical can of food.

The can contains mushrooms:
I have based this upon the fact that there is only slight sounding liquid sounds that come from the can when you shake it, and the contents are dense enough to sink when you put it in water.  Also the can looks like a can of mushrooms.



Compilation of what we know

What is the height and width of the can? - 2 3/4 in by 3 inches  
How much does the can weigh? About 8 oz 
Are there any distinctive marks on the can? Some grooves around the middle, all the way around the circumference 
Can you tell if the contents of the can are liquid or solid?- it sounds like mostly solid, maybe a little liquid 
Has anyone checked the inventory to see if there is canned product that has not been accounted for?- we have but the inventory is showing a lot of missing items, and some surplus.  It is very overwhelming.
Does the item in the can make noise? - a little bit of sloshing but not much
What isle or section in the can in, for example the type of products around the can? - unsure of this...it was found in the back on an "unmarked cans" shelf
Is there any hazardous messages or warnings on the can? If so what are they? - nope!
Is the can hot or cold? - Room temp
Is the can flat or round? What is the shape of the can if it is not flat or round?- can is a cylinder
If you place the can in a bucket of water, will the can float or sink? It sinks
Do you have to use a can opener to open it? Yes
What area is the can located in; furthermore, are there other cans with similar dimensions and weight present nearby?
There aren't other cans in the vicinity really ( it is on a surplus shelf)...but a sweep of the store shows some similar sized cans!  pineapples, tomato sauce, mushrooms, soup, mandarin oranges...
When I shake the mystery can next to other cans, I find it most sounds like the mushrooms, the mandarin oranges, and the artichoke hearts
There is no manufacturer's code.  The can's arrival time is unknown unfortunately.
The last truck included mushrooms, tomato sauce, pineapple, mandarin oranges, cat food, chicken noodle soup, chili and sardines.
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The Question: 
What is in this can without a label?

My Research: 
I reviewed all the students’ questions.
I observed the can has a few ridges.
I observed the can is metal.
I observed the can looks like pineapples, tomato sauce, mushrooms, soup, mandarin oranges labeled cans.

My Hypothesis:
There is food in the can and that food is mushrooms.

My Tests:
I verify that the ridges on the can are like the ridges of a typical can of food.
The can sinks in water.
When I shake the can it makes a slight swishing sound; it has some liquid inside.

Analyzing the Data: 
The can must be a type of food because of the observed and verified ridges.
The can sinks; it is dense like a can of mushrooms.
The can has a little liquid inside, just like a can of mushrooms.

Final Report:
There are mushrooms in this can.
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